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Diffuse x-ray reflection from multilayers with stepped interfaces
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Diffuse x-ray reflection from a multilayer with stepped interfaces has been investigated theoretically and
experimentally. The statistical description of the stepped interfaces has been based on the theory of random
processes. Diffuse x-ray scattering from those interfaces has been calculated using the distorted-wave Born
approximation. The theory has been used for an analysis of the intensity distributions measured on a
GaAs/~GaIn!As/GaAs/Ga~PAs! strained-layer superlattice grown on a miscut substrate. From the measure-
ments, the mean size of the interface terraces and their orientations could be determined.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonspecular~diffuse! x-ray reflectivity is a very powerful
tool for investigating the morphology of surfaces and int
faces of multilayers. It has been demonstrated previousl1–8

that the distribution of the diffusely scattered intensity
reciprocal plane is connected with the correlation function
the interface roughness. In addition, the replication of
interface roughness~i.e., the correlations of the roughne
profiles of different interfaces in the multilayer! substantially
influences the diffuse x-ray scattering. The theoretical
scription of the reciprocal space distribution of the scatte
intensity was based on the distorted-wave Born approxi
tion ~DWBA!,1,3,7,9 which includes also the dynamical e
fects accompanying the diffuse scattering from rough in
faces.

In most papers, the experimental data have been anal
assuming the roughness correlation function following fro
the fractal correlation model.1,4,6 The basic properties of thi
model can be derived if the growth of the surface is mode
by the Edwards-Wilkinson-Langevin equation10 or by the
more general Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation.11

Within the fractal model, due to the self-affinity of th
fractal roughness profile, the calculated intensity distribut
exhibits no subsidiary maxima in reciprocal plane in t
direction parallel to the sample surface. However,
recent papers concerning strained crystalline multilay
@GaAs/AlAs ~Refs. 12–14! and SiGe/Si~Refs. 15–20!# and
crystalline surfaces21–23 another type of the interface rough
ness has been reported. The distribution of the diffusely s
tered intensity in reciprocal plane was explained by mean
a terraced structure. The angle between the terrace levels
the mean interface could be deduced from the asymmetr
the intensity distribution in reciprocal plane. If the dispersi
of the terrace widths was not too large, subsidiary inten
maxima appeared in reciprocal plane in the direction para
to the surface. Then, the mean terrace size was estim
550163-1829/97/55~15!/9960~9!/$10.00
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from the separation of these lateral intensity satellites.
Theoretical analysis of diffuse x-ray scattering from te

raced structures was based on the domain-matrix method22 or
on a simple model describing the faceted surface as a loc
flat and randomly disoriented surface.24 The concept of the
terraced surfaces has often been used for the analys
RHEED data25 and several types of terraced structures ha
been discussed using the approach of stationary random
cesses. Using this method and the kinematical scatte
theory, the intensity scattered by a terraced surface was
tained in the form of the Fourier transformation of the p
correlation function of the surface. The method has be
used for the analysis of x-ray diffuse scattering from sin
terraced surfaces21 and from multilayers,15,16 in the latter
case, however, no quantitative agreement of measured
with the theory was achieved.

The goal of this paper is to describe the diffuse x-r
reflection from multilayers with terraced interfaces using t
DWBA method assuming the correlation properties of t
terraced structure.25 We discuss the influence of the orient
tion of the terraces on the reciprocal space intensity distri
tion. We also take into account the partial correlation of t
positions of the terrace edges in different interfaces.

In the first part of the paper, we determine the correlat
function of the terraced interface on the basis of the the
published previously25 and we postulate a suitable descri
tion of the replication of the terrace structure. Then, we u
this correlation function for the calculation of the intensi
distribution in reciprocal plane. In the final part, the theor
ical results will be compared numerically with experimen
data obtained on GaAs/Ga12xIn xAs/GaPAs multilayers.

II. DESCRIPTION OF A STEPPED SURFACE

The description of a stepped surface will be based on
approach of stationary random processes.25 Let us assume a
surface consisting of an infinite number of parallel terrac
9960 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 9961DIFFUSE X-RAY REFLECTION FROM MULTILAYERS . . .
creating a random descending staircase. We introduce
coordinatesx1 ,x2 ,x3 parallel and perpendicular to the te
race levels, according to Fig. 1. The mean surface is incli
with respect to the terraces by small anglea'^h&/^L&,
where^h& and ^L& are the mean height of the terrace ste
and the mean width of the terraces, respectively. It is reas
able to assume that the terrace levels are parallel to cry
lographic planes with low Miller indices, thereforea equals
the crystallographic misorientation of the surface.

We introduce the pair correlation functionC(x1 ,x2 ,x3)
of the surface. It equals the probability per unit heightx3 that
two surface atoms with lateral coordinates (0,0) a
(x1 ,x2) have the differencex3 of their vertical coordinates.

At first, let us consider two surface atoms, the first o
(A1) in the origin (0,0,0) and the second (A2) in some point
(x1.0,0,x3). If these atoms are separated byn steps, the
probability per unit heightx3 of finding this configuration
is25

wn~x1 ,x3!5E
0

`

dL0E
0

`

dL1•••E
0

`

dLnP0~L0!

3P~L1!•••P~Ln21!Pf~Ln!

3E
2`

`

dh1•••E
2`

`

dhnH~h1!•••H~hn!

3dS x12(
j50

n

L j D dS x32(
j51

n

hj D , ~1!

whereL0 , . . . ,Ln are the width of the terraces between t
chosen surface atoms andh1 , . . . ,hn are the heights of the
steps.P(L j ) is the probability per unit length of a terrace
width L j , H(hj ) is the probability per unit height of finding
a step of heighthj between two terraces. The functio
P0(L0) is the probability per unit length that there is the fir
step in the distanceL0 from the atomA1 andPf(Ln) means
the probability that the atomA2 is at the distanceLn from
the last (nth! step.

The pair correlation function of the atomsA1 andA2 is
then

FIG. 1. Sketch of the coordinate systems. The coordinate a
x1 ,x2 ,x3 are parallel to the main crystallographic axes of t
sample, the axesx,y,z are defined by the mean sample surface a
by the scattering plane.a is the angle between the terrace levels a
the mean surface,f is the azimuthal angle of the scattering plan
he

d

s
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C~x1.0,0,x3!5P0 f~x1!d~x3!1 (
n51

`

wn~x1 ,x3!, ~2!

whereP0 f(x1) is the probability of finding the atomA2 at
the same terrace. SinceC(x1,0,x3)5C(2x1,0,2x3) an
analogous formula forC(x1,0,0,x3) can simply be
obtained,25

P0~L !5
1

^L&EL
`

dlP~ l !, Pf~L !5E
L

`

dlP~ l !, ~3!

and

P0 f~L !5
1

^L&EL
`

dl~ l2L !P~ l !. ~4!

Then, using the Fourier transforms~FT! of the probability
distributions

PFT~q!5E
0

`

dLP~L !eiqL, HFT~q!5E
2`

`

dhH~h!eihq

we obtain the two-dimensional Fourier transformation of t
correlation function in the form

CFT2~q1 ,q3!5E
2`

`

dx1E
2`

`

dx3C~x1,0,x3!e
i ~q1x11q3x3!

52ReF12PFT~q1!

q1
2^L& S 12@12PFT~q1!#

3 (
n51

`

@PFT~q1!#
n21@HFT~q3!#

nD G . ~5!

If q1Þ0 or q3Þ0, the infinite sum in the last formula con
verges and we obtain finally

CFT2~q1 ,q3!5
2

q1
2^L&

ReF @12PFT~q1!#@12HFT~q3!#

12PFT~q1!H
FT~q3!

G . ~6!

Now, we postulate the form of the general correlati
functionC(x1 ,x2 ,x3), i.e., we do not assume that the atom
A1 andA2 have the same coordinatex2. We assume that the
terraced surface is divided into domains of mean len
^D& in thex2 direction. The terrace lengthD in this direction
is random as well, having the probability per unit leng
R(D). Within one domain, the shape of the terraces does
depend onx2, and, in two different domains, the positions
the terraces are statistically independent. The correla
function can be postulated in the following approxima
form:

C~x1 ,x2 ,x3!5C~x1,0,x3!R0 f~x2!, ~7!

whereR0 f(x2) is the probability that both surface atoms l
in the same domain. Similarly toP0 f , this probability is

R0 f~ uDu!5
1

^D&EuDu

`

dl~ l2uDu!R~ l !.

Thus, the~three-dimensional! Fourier transform of the pair
correlation function is

es

d
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CFT~q!5
2

q2
2^D&

Re@12RFT~q2!#C
FT2~q1 ,q3!. ~8!

We will assume that the terrace widthsL are distributed
according to the gamma distribution of the orderM :25

P~L !5
1

G~M ! S M^L& D
M

expS 2
M

^L&
L DLM21. ~9!

The dispersion of this distribution is

sL
25

^L&2

M

and its Fourier transformation~characteristic function!

PFT~q!5S 12
iq^L&
M D 2M

.

ForM51 we obtain the geometric~exponential! distribution
and in the limitM→` we obtain

PFT~q!→eiq^L&.

The statistical distribution of the terrace lengthsD will be
given by the gamma distribution as well, having the ord
M 8. The random step heightsh will be distributed normally
with the mean valuêh&5^L&a and the dispersionsh

2 .

III. DIFFUSE X-RAY SCATTERING
FROM MULTILAYERS WITH STEPPED INTERFACES

Let us deal with a multilayer with stepped interfac
whose statistical properties have been described in the
ceding section. The multilayer consists ofN layers and in-
terfacesj50,1, . . . ,N. The interfacej50 is the free sur-
face, j5N is the substrate surface. The interfacej lies
between the layersj and j11.

The intensity of the scattered radiation can be expres
as a function of the momentum transfer vector in vacuum

Q5K22K1 , ~10!

whereK1 andK2 are the~vacuum! wave vectors of the pri-
mary and scattered beams, respectively. The wave ve
K1 and the normal to the mean sample surface define
scattering plane. We introduce the orthogonal coordina
x,y,z so thatz is parallel to the inward normal to the mea
surface andx lies in the scattering plane. The mean interfa
j lies in the deptĥ zj& below the surface (^z0&50). In the
following, x5(x,y,0) denotes the in-plane component of t
position vectorr .

The orientation of the axesx,y,z with respect to the crys
tallographic axesx1 ,x2 ,x3 is defined by the anglesa and
f, wheref is the azimuth angle between the scattering pla
and the direction normal to the terrace edges. If the mis
entation anglea is small enough, the following transforma
tion relations are valid~see Fig. 1!:
r
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x15x cosf2y sinf2za,

x25x sinf1y cosf, ~11!

x35~x cosf2y sinf!a1z.

In reciprocal space, similar formulas can be derived for
transformation of the vector (q1 ,q2 ,q3) into (qx ,qy ,qz).

The scattering process is entirely described by the w
equation

~n1K2!E~r !5V~r !E~r !. ~12!

We limit ourselves to the scalar electric fieldE(r ), i.e., we
do not take into account the polarization effects.K52p/l is
the vacuum wave vector,

V~r !5K2@12n~r !#

is the scattering potential, andn(r ) is the refractive index of
the sample.

We solve the wave equation~12! by means of the DWBA
method.1,3 Within this approach, the scattering potential
divided into two partsV5V(0)1V(1), where the undisturbed
partV(0) corresponds to the semi-infinite substrate with fl
surface and the refractive indexn(0). V(1) is the disturbance
due to the multilayer structure and the interface roughne
The DWBA method can also be used in another way, ass
ing the undisturbed system being a multilayer with fl
interfaces.3,5,7 Our choice of the undisturbed system mea
that we neglect the influence of the coherent reflection fr
the multilayer interfaces on the diffuse scattering. Thus,
neglect the dynamical Bragg-like peaks in the distribution
the diffusely scattered intensity. As we show later, the
peaks were not present in the measured data. Most likely
large interface roughness in the sample suppressed bot
coherent reflectivity and the dynamical features in the diffu
scattering. In this case, the choice of the undisturbed sys
with flat interfaces3 is not suitable.

In contrast to the usual Born approximation, the mat
element of the scattering matrix due to the disturbance
expressed on the basis of two independent eigenstatesu1&
and u2& of the undisturbed potentialV(0). These eigenstate
are plane waves, whose wave vectorsk1 and k2 are con-
nected to the vacuum wave vectorsK1,2 by the refraction law

ksi5K si , ksz56A~n~0!K !22uK siu2, s51,2, ~13!

where the upper sign belongs to the stateu1&. The amplitudes
of these eigenstates equal the complex Fresnel transmitt
coefficientsT1,2 corresponding to the incident wavesK1 and
2K2, respectively. The element of the scattering matrix
therefore1

V~1!5^2uV~1!u1&5T1T2E d3rV~1!~r !eiq•r,

whereq5k22k1 is the momentum transfer vector inside th
undisturbed medium. Its in-plane componentqi equals the
in-plane componentQi of the vacuum momentum transfe
the vertical componentqz is different, due to the refraction
law ~13!. The imaginary part ofqz expresses the absorption

We denotenj512d j the refraction index of thej th layer;
nS512dS is the refraction index of the substrate. The pr
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55 9963DIFFUSE X-RAY REFLECTION FROM MULTILAYERS . . .
file of the j th interface is described by a random functi
Uj (x)5zj (x)2^zj&. The matrix element is then

V~1!52K2T1T2E d2xeiQi•x

3(
j51

N

~d j2dS! Ê
zj21&1Uj21

^zj &1Uj
dzeiqzz. ~14!

After simple algebra we obtain

V~1!5
2K2T1T2

iqz
(
j50

N

~d j2d j11!e
iqz^zj &E d2xeiQi•xeiqzU j ~x!,

~15!

where we setd050.
From the element of the scattering matrix, the differen

cross section of the scattering into an elementary solid a
dV can be calculated using the following simple formula1

ds

dV
5

^uV~0!1V~1!u2&
16p2

5
1

16p2 @ uV~0!u212Re~V~0!^V~1!&* !1^uV~1!u2&#,

~16!

whereV(0)5^2uV(0)u10& is the element of the undisturbe
scattering matrix andu10& is the vacuum~incident! wave
giving rise to the undisturbed eigenstateu1&. Since the
sample is assumed to be statistically homogeneous,V(0) and
^V(1)& are proportional tod(Qi). Therefore, the first two
terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~16! only contribute to
the coherent~specularly reflected! wave.

In the following, we limit ourselves to the incoherent pa
of the cross section. This part describes the wave diffus
scattered from the interface roughness and is given by
matrix elementV(1)

dsD

dV
5

^uV~1!u2&
16p2 . ~17!

From Eqs.~15! and ~17! we obtain

dsD

dV
5
SK4

4p2

uT1T2u2

uqzu2
(
j ,k50

N

~d j112d j !

3~dk112dk!* e
i ~qz^zj &2qz* ^zk&!E

S
d2xeiQi•xZjk~x!,

~18!

where S is the sample surface irradiated by the prima
wave, and

Zjk~x2x8!5^exp$ i @qzU j~x!2qz*Uk~x8!#%&. ~19!

If j5k, this function is connected to the pair correlatio
function of the interface defined in the preceding section
l
le

ly
e

y

Zj j ~x2x8!5E
2`

`

d~z2z8!C~x2x8,y2y8,z2z8!

3ei ~z2z8!Re~qz!, ~20!

where we have neglected the absorption of x rays within
terrace steps. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume t
the pair correlation functionC is the same for all interfaces
and thusZj j does not depend onj .

If j5k, the terrace replication must be taken into accou
It has been reported previously17,18 that the direction of
maximum replication could be different from the growth d
rection. We describe the replication direction by a unit vec
b and the functionZjk can be assumed in the form

Zjk~x2x8!5$Zj j @x2x82bi~^zj&2^zk&!#2uEu2%

3expS 2
u^zj&2^zk&u

L'
D1uEu2. ~21!

Herebi is the in-plane component ofb determining the azi-
muthal direction of the maximum replication and the ang
x of b with the negativez axis. The exponential term show
that the replication of the steps could be only partial;L' is
the replication length.26 The termE is analogous to the stati
Debye-Waller factor

E5^eiqzU j ~x!&

that depends neither on the indexj nor on x. This term
contributes to the specular reflectivity only and can be f
ther omitted.

From Eqs.~21! and ~18! we obtain the final formula for
the diffuse part of the differential cross section,

dsD

dV
5
SK4

4p2

uT1T2u2

uqzu2
uCFT

„Re~q!…u2 (
j ,k50

N

~d j112d j !

3~dk112dk!* exp@ i ~qz^zj&2qz* ^zk&!#

3exp@ i ~^zj&2^zk&!~Qi•bi!#

3expS 2
u^zj&2^zk&u

L'
D . ~22!

From the differential cross section, the intensity of t
diffusely scattered radiation can be calculated integrat
dsD over the solid entrance angle of the detector slit a
multiplying it by the intensity fluxI 0 /S0 of the primary
beam. In our further considerations, the aperture angle of
detector will be very large in the direction perpendicular
the scattering plane and its valueDu in the scattering plane
will be very small. Then, the scattered intensity is

I D~Qx ,Qz!5
I 0
S0

Du

K E
2`

`

dQy

dsD

dV
. ~23!

From the last two formulas it follows that the scatter
intensity is proportional to the ratioS/S0 of the irradiated
sample surface and the cross section of the primary beam
only a part of the sample surface is irradiated,S depends on
the angle of incidence of the primary beam. This fact cau
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a certain asymmetry of the intensity distribution in recipro
plane with respect to theQz axis.

The differential cross sectiondsD can be expressed as
product of two terms. The first one@CFT

„Re(q)…# mainly
depends onQi . Thus, the lateral correlation properties of t
interfaces~terrace size, its statistical distribution, etc.! can be
obtained by investigating the intensity distribution along t
Qx axis. This fact is caused by the assumption that th
properties are the same for all the interfaces. If the interfa
were not statistically equivalent, only some effective valu
of the terrace parameters could be determined from the m
sured intensity distribution.

The remaining part of the expression~22! for sD depends
mainly onQz . Therefore, the replication of the terrace ste
of different interfaces can be established from theQz depen-
dence of the scattered intensity. If the interface profiles
replicated and the multilayer is periodical, periodic
maxima on theQz dependence of the diffusely scattered
tensity occur. If we neglect the refraction, the distance
these maxima is 2p/D, whereD is the multilayer period.
This behavior of the diffuse scattering is analogous to
case of fractal interface roughness~resonant diffuse scatter
ing maxima3!. The width of these maxima in theQz direction
is inversely proportional toL' . In reciprocal plane, the
maxima are elongated in a direction perpendicular tob.
Therefore, from the shape of these maxima, the direction
maximum replication can be found. In this paper, we will n
deal with the replication of the stepped interfaces, which w
be the subject of the next publication.

The behavior of the termuCFT
„Re(q)…u2 in Eq. ~22! is

illustrated in Figs. 2, 3, and 4, where we have plotted
calculated intensityI D diffusely scattered from a singl
stepped surface.

Figures 2~a!–2~c! show the functionI D(Qx ,Qz5const)
calculated for different̂ L& @Fig. 2~a!#, sL @Fig. 2~b!#, and
sh @Fig. 2~c!#. The curves exhibit periodical maxima~lateral
satellites!, having the distance 2p/^L&; the width of these
maxima is inversely proportional tosL andsh . Therefore,
from a singleQx scan it is nearly impossible to determin
bothsL andsh .

In Figs. 3~a!–3~c!, we demonstrate the dependence of
intensity distributionI D(Qx ,Qz) on the anglea. It is obvi-
ous that the envelope curve of the satellite maxima is e
gated in reciprocal plane in a direction parallel to the terra
levels, i.e., it is inclined by anglea with respect to the axis
Qz . However, the lateral satellites are always perpendic
to themeansurface.

In Fig. 4, the theoretical functionsI D(Qx ,Qz5const) are
plotted for different azimuthal anglesf. If f50° the axis
x1 is parallel tox and the scattered intensity does not depe
on the terrace lengthsD. In the casef590°, the axisx2 is
parallel tox and the intensity distribution is only influence
by the terrace lengthsD and their statistical distribution
R(D). Then, no lateral satellites can be observed. In
intermediate case (f545°) the distance of the lateral sate
lites is smaller by a factor of cosf and the satellites are
broader.

IV. GROWTH PROCEDURES AND EXPERIMENTAL
DETAILS

The sample investigated here was grown by metalorga
vapor phase epitaxy~MOVPE! in a commercial system~AIX
l
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200, Aixtron Corp.! at a growth temperature of 560 °C and
reactor pressure of 100 mbar. The standard precursors
methylgallium ~TMGa!, trimethylaluminium ~TMAl !, and
solution trimethylindiym~TMIn, Billington Precursors! were
used in combination with AsH3 and PH3. The strained layer
superlattice~SLS! was grown onto a~100! GaAs substrate.
The substrate was intentionally off-oriented toward the@110#
direction and the miscut angle between the surface nor
and the@100# orientation was 2.5°60.5°. Prior to the growth
of the SLS, a GaAs/~AlGa!As short period superlattice~SPS!
was deposited in order to improve the surfa
morphology.27,28The layer sequence of the SLS consisted

FIG. 2. The calculated dependence of the intensity diffus
scattered onQx from a single terraced surface of GaAs, the wav
lengthl51.5405 Å, for variouŝ L& ~a!, sL ~b!, andsh ~c!. The
miscut anglea was 0.3° in all cases. The distance of the late
satellites is inversely proportional to^L& @panel~a!#, their visibility
depends both onsL andsh @~b! and ~c!#.
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FIG. 3. The reciprocal space distribution of the intensity d
fusely scattered from a terraced GaAs surface calculated for t
different values ofa and f: ~a! a50.3°, f50, ~b! a50.6°,
f50, and~c! a50.3°, f5180°. The values of the other param
eters are^L&5400 nm, sL570 nm, sh50.1 nm. In reciprocal
plane, the intensity maxima of the lateral satellites lie along a
inclined by the anglea from theQz axis.
50 periods of 9.5 nm~GaIn!As/1.5 nm GaAs/9.5 nm
Ga~PAs!/1.5 nm GaAs. The In and P concentrations we
chosen in order to obtain a mismatch of61% for the
~GaIn!As and Ga~PAs! layers, respectively. The mismatche
of the two layers are of opposite signs, i.e., the layers h
compressive and tensile strains~symmetrically strained lay-
ers!, and consequently a zero net strain for the whole S
occurs. The GaAs interlayers between the ternary layers
deposited in order to avoid problems associated with
strained interfaces.27,28

High-resolution x-ray diffraction measurements and
ciprocal space mappings were performed in order to ana
the structural quality and the strain status of the SLS.
strain relaxation could be observed in the investiga
sample and an excellent structural quality was confirmed.28,29

The x-ray specular and nonspecular reflectivity measu
ments were performed using a modified Philips-1880 diffr
tometer equipped with a 3 kW generator and a Cu targe
~CuKa1 radiation!. The equipment allows a coupled and d
coupledv/2u movement of the sample (v) and the detector
(2u). The angular resolution of the sample and the detec
movements is 0.0025°. A 1/30° slit in front of the samp
was used for the x-ray beam collimation. A post-sample S
ler slit collimator ~0.057°) and a flat graphite monochro
mator were used in order to obtain a sufficient high angu
resolution and a reduction of the background intensity,
spectively. The reflected x-ray beam intensity was measu
by a proportional counter.

Numerical simulations confirmed that the reflectivity si
nal came mainly from the SLS interfaces; the reflectivity
the SPS lying below was suppressed due to absorption.

V. DISCUSSION

From the theoretical analysis it follows that the asymm
try of the measuredv scans for the azimuthf50 ~Fig. 5! is
caused by the terraced structure. In the angular scale us
Fig. 5, the maximum of the envelope function of the late
satellites is foru122u/25a, whereu1 is the incidence angle
of the primary radiation and 2u5u11u2 is the angle be-
tween the primary beam and the beam going through
detector slit kept constant during thev scan (u2 is the angle

ee

e

FIG. 4. The intensityI (Qx) calculated for various azimuth
angles f. The parameters of the surface are^L&5400 nm,
sL570 nm, andsh50.1 nm. The distance of the satellites depen
strongly onf.
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of exit!. The envelope functions for various 2u are denoted
by the dotted lines in Fig. 5, their maxima by short arrow
There is no distinct dependence of the position of th
maxima on 2u; the mean position gives the valu
a5(0.360.1)°.

From the distance of the lateral satellites in Fig. 5
determined the mean terrace width^L&5(31465) nm. This
value and thea determined from the envelope curves ha
been used in the simulations of the omega scans plotte
Figs. 6, 7, and 8 for various 2u and various azimuthsf. We
used formulas~22! and ~23! for the calculation of the scat
tered intensity, the pair correlation function was assumed
the form~8!, taking into account the gamma distribution~9!
of the terrace widths and lengths. We transformed
(Qx ,Qz) dependence of the scattered intensity~23! into the
angular (u1 ,u2) dependence using the transformation form
las

Qx5K~cosu22cosu1!, Qz5K~sinu21sinu1!. ~24!

From the comparison of the measured and calcula
scans forf50 ~Fig. 6! we determined the remaining param
eters of the terrace structure. Since the parameterssL and
sh are correlated, it is not possible to determine both of th
from the same measurement. Therefore, we have assu
sh50 and then we foundsL5(50610) nm.

The vertical correlation of the interface profiles has nea
no influence on thev scans. Therefore, the values ofx and

FIG. 5. Thev scans~points! of the sample~GaIn!As/GaAs/
Ga~PAs!/GaAs measured with the azimuthf50 for various 2u. On
the horizontal axis the anglev22u/2 is plotted, i.e., the angle
between the wave-vector transferQ and theQz axis. The envelope
curves of the lateral satellites are plotted by the dotted lines, t
maxima are denoted by short arrows. There is no distinct dep
dence of the position of these maxima on 2u, their mean position is
represented by the vertical dashed line.
.
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L' could be chosen arbitrarily. From the high-resolution d
fractometry we determinedx5(4262)° ~this will be the
subject of the next paper! and we setL'5100 nm.

The coincidence of the theoretical and experimen

ir
n-

FIG. 6. The same situation as in Fig. 5, the full lines are
simulated curves~see text!. A good correspondence of the measur
data with the theoretical ones could be found for smaller 2u values.

FIG. 7. The measured~points! and calculated~lines! v scans for
the azimuth anglef590°. No lateral satellites are visible, since th
scattering plane is oriented along the staircase steps, i.e., thex axis
lying in the scattering plane is parallel to the axisx2 — see Fig. 1.
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55 9967DIFFUSE X-RAY REFLECTION FROM MULTILAYERS . . .
curves is better for smaller 2u. For larger 2u, the measured
satellites are lower than the calculated ones while th
widths agree. This could be caused by usual roughness
perimposed to the terrace structure. This roughness gives
to an additional diffuse scattering that increases the ba
ground of the measuredv scan, and, consequently, relative
decreases the satellites without their broadening.

The omega scans measured in the azimuthf590° ~Fig.
7! do not depend on the terrace widthsL. From the compari-
son with the theoretical curves we found the mean terr
length ^D&5(1.060.2) mm. The subsidiary maxima on
those curves are so-called Yoneda peaks,1 i.e., they lie in
points, whereu1 or u2 equal the critical angleuc of total
external reflection. There are no lateral satellites on th
curves, therefore the distribution of the terrace lengths
exponential (M 851) with the dispersionsD

2 5^D&251
mm2. This interpretation of thev scans measured fo
f590° is not unique; the same results can be obtained
suming a fractal roughness1 with the fractal exponen
h51/2 ~i.e., the fractal dimension 2.5! and the correlation
length ^D&.

Using the above values of the parameters we simula
the omega scans for the azimuthf545° and compared them
with the experiments~Fig. 8!. The main features of the ex
perimental scans are properly reproduced — the distanc
the satellites is smaller and the satellites are broader
those forf50. Similarly to f50, the agreement of the
measured and calculated scans is better for smaller 2u.

The value ofa does not agree with the miscut ang
aM5(2.560.1)°. A possible explanation of this fact follow
from Fig. 9. The interface consists of monolayer steps of
heighth0'2.83 Å bunched into larger steps having the me
width ^L&5314 nm. These large steps are composed

FIG. 8. The same as Fig. 7, but with the azimuth an
f545°. A good agreement of the measured and calculated cu
was achieved only for the smallest value of 2u.
ir
u-
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a^L&/h0'50 monolayer steps. However, some monola
steps are distributed in the terraces, too, so that the ter
levels are no longer parallel to~001! planes. Similar structure
has been postulated previously.17 As shown in Fig. 9, these
large terraces consist of a sequence of small~001! terraces
divided by monolayer stepsh0. These terraces make the tru
miscut angleaM with the mean surface. Their mean wid
can be estimated using the simple formula

^L0&'
h0

aM2a
~25!

that gives approximately 74 Å.
Using the theory outlined above, we find that such

interface structure should produce an additional maximum
the diffuse scattering intensity inclined in reciprocal plane
the angleaM to theQz axis. In order to verify this interpre-
tation, it was necessary to measure anv scan with 2u larger
than 2aM . Since the miscut valueaM of the sample studied
above was rather large, thisv scan would be very weak
Therefore, we have measured thev scans of another sampl
~sampleB), having the same structure of the previous o

FIG. 10. The v scan ~points! of sample B measured for
2u53.71°. The full ~dashed! lines represent the simulations pe
formed with ~without! the monolayer terraces, respectively. T
presence of the monolayer terraces explains the asymmetry o
measured scan.

es

FIG. 9. Probable structure of the terraced interface. The an
a between the terrace levels and the mean interface is smaller
the miscut angleaM . The terrace levels consist of small monolay
terraces of the widthL0 making the nominal miscut angleaM with
the mean interface. Due to the inhomogeneous distribution of th
terraces, the large terrace levels are not exactly flat.
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but with the miscut angle of the GaAs substrate sma
@aM

B 5(1.560.1)°#. In the azimuthf50 ~Fig. 10! the v
scans measured for larger 2u exhibited a significant asym
metry of the intensity distribution between the lateral sa
lites. This asymmetry cannot be caused by the changes in
irradiated surface area of the sample~this would give rise to
the opposite asymmetry!. Our explanation is that this asym
metry is due to the diffuse scattering from the monola
terraces. Since the mean width of these terraces is too s
and/or their width dispersion is too large, we cannot det
their nonzero lateral satellites.

In Fig. 10 we compared the measuredv scan of sample
B with the simulations performed without~dashed! and with
~full line! the monolayer terraces. For their mean width
used the valuêL0&5130 Å following from Eq. ~25! and
from the values ofa and aM for this sample, and we as
sumed that the order of their gamma distribution isM051.
The monolayer terraces explain well the measured asym
try.
ev
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the statistical description of a terrac
interface we calculated the diffuse x-ray reflectivity of
single-crystalline multilayer grown on a misoriented su
strate. We compared the theoretical results with the meas
ments performed on an InxGa12xAs/Ga12xAsxP/GaAs su-
perlattice. From the comparison we determined the size
the terraced interface and the orientation of the terrace le
with respect to the crystallographic~001! planes.
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